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Weddings
All wedding days are special and we aim to guide 
you through the possibilities to make your day 
unique to you. Our dedicated team will work very 
closely with you from the start; offering you friendly 
advice and guiding you all the way from the initial 
planning stages through to your big day. Together 
with packages to suit a wide range of budgets and a 
positive whilst friendly attitude, we are here to 
support you and aid in all of your requirements.

Bar
With a wide variety of drinks, our trained bar staff can 
accommodate to your every need. Keeping up with 
current trends, our bar has a large stock of luxury gins 
and elegant cocktails.

Main Hall 
Dimensions - 154m² (approximately)
Our Main Hall is a modern and fresh space which is ideal for weddings, 
parties and conferences; able to accommodate up to 120 people. 

Added Extras – bar facilities, kitchenette, TV screen, outside patio area, 
ample tables and chairs. 

Corporate
When choosing a venue for your corporate 
event, a professional environment is key. Our 
facilities offer exactly that. We have a variety of 
packages on offer, with options of but not 
limited to – classroom, boardroom, cabaret and 
horseshoe layouts. With the hire of either the 
Main Hall or Birch Room, a 48” TV is included 
which would be perfect for presentations. Our 
Main Hall, Birch Room and Willow Room all 
benefit from built in Bluetooth sound systems.



Here at Nene Valley Community Centre, we have a large variety of
rooms and facilities on offer to hire for members of the community;
both recreational and event use. The site has a spacious community
hall that can accommodate up to 120 people, but also two smaller
halls for independent use. Along with halls, we can offer high-quality
sports facilities with both grass and sand-based astro-turf. The site
also contains four changing rooms, all with shower facilities which
can be hired on addition to the sports facilities.

We aim to fulfil the needs of the local community and have strong
ties to various members regarding different clubs and classes. On the
site, we have a newly established vegetable garden in which various
clubs can use and reap the rewards! We also have a community trim
trail for use of both the public and local community members. We aim
to have annual Christmas and Summer fairs in which community
members and classes can have stalls, which in turn boosts the
community and creates a sense of family.



Corporate
When choosing a venue for your
corporate event, a professional
environment is key. Our facilities offer
exactly that.

To aid your particular meeting or
gathering, we have a fully licensed
and stocked bar with enthusiastic
staff to aid in your meetings
hospitality. Our small kitchenette
contains principal food making and
storage equipment, which is included
in the Main Hall or Birch Hall. With a
professional atmosphere and a
welcoming feel, our venue for
corporate hire will be perfect for your
events!

We have a variety of packages on
offer, with options of – but not limited
to – classroom, boardroom, cabaret
and horseshoe layouts. With the hire
of either the Main Hall or Birch Room,
a 48” TV is included, which would be
perfect for presentations. Our Main
Hall, Birch Room and Willow Room all
benefit from built in Bluetooth sound
systems.



Our Maple Room is perfect for those small corporate events,
ideally suited and sized for classroom, boardroom and small-
theatre layouts and is fully equipped with hot-drink making
facilities.

Our free car park has ample parking space, which can be
accessed from Candy Street.

We have a fully stocked and licenced bar, offering a variety of
drinks ranging from ales and lagers to cocktails and luxury gins.





Birch Hall
Dimensions - 77m² (approximately)
The Birch Hall is a family friendly and airy space, 
perfect for meetings, small parties and community 
clubs – which can comfortably accommodate up 
to 30 people.  Added Extras – kitchenette, TV 
screen, large outside patio area, ample tables and 
chairs.

Willow Hall
Dimensions - 77m² (approximately)
The Willow Hall is a light and comfortable space 
which is ideal for those wanting to hold small 
parties, focus groups or exercise classes. Can hold 
up to 30 people.  Added Extras – bar facilities, tea 
and coffee on request, smaller outside patio 
space, ample tables and chairs. 

Maple Room
Dimensions - 33m² (approximately)
The Maple Room is a slightly smaller, cost 
effective yet desirable space with the ability to 
hold small meetings and gatherings.  Added 
Extras – tea and coffee on request, ample tables 
and chairs.

Car Park
Our free car park has ample space for parking to 
support your needs for your event.



“Great space for a children's 
party”

Katie Hook

“Recently held my daughters 
14th birthday party here , 
was a fantastic venue and 

the staff were great 
especially Luke who went 

the extra mile to make sure 
everything went to plan . 
Would use again without 

hesitation”
Tracy Wigginton

“Excellent facilities and well 
managed. Great bar prices 

too”
Clair Albone
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